Cox Richardson Architecture Scholarship

The Cox Richardson Architecture Scholarship was established in 2012. The objective of the scholarship is to facilitate structured learning to advance the scholarship recipient’s growth as an architecture practitioner and leader. Cox Richardson contacted the Faculty in 2014 requesting the scholarship be changed so the recipients are students in the Bachelor of Design in Architecture program and related combined degrees to target students earlier in their architecture education.

Scholarship value and duration
Award is $5000 paid over two instalments after relevant census dates.

Eligibility criteria
- Students must be enrolled full time in the Bachelor of Design in Architecture, Bachelor of Design in Architecture/Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Design in Architecture/Bachelor of Laws.
- Students must have completed the first and second semester design studios to be eligible.

For more information
Student Administration Services
T 1800 SYD UNI (1800 793 864)
T +61 2 8627 1444 (outside Australia)
E scholarship.applications@sydney.edu.au

Selection criteria
- To be eligible for the Cox Richardson Architecture Scholarship students must have an average WAM of distinction or higher across the two first year design studio subjects BDES1010 and BDES1020 (in 2014 only), and BDES1026 and BDES1027 (from 2015 onwards). Students must submit a portfolio and undertake an interview, with assessment by a jury made up of representatives from the Faculty and Cox Richardson Architecture.
- Students must submit a portfolio and undertake an interview, with assessment by a jury made up of representatives from the Faculty and Cox Richardson Architecture.
- Academic merit as indicated by the applicant’s performance in the Bachelor of Design in Architecture first year studio subjects BDESXXX and BDESXXX. In the event that a scholarship place is replaced during the course of the scholarship duration, the replacement will be chosen on the basis of academic performance at University in these subjects.
- Demonstrated interpersonal skills, leadership qualities, communication skills, creativity, innovation and self-motivation

Payment schedule
- Paid over two instalments after relevant census dates.

Termination
- The recipient withdraws from the agreed upon degree program, or the recipient enrolls part-time without prior approval.

Conditions of award
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this Scholarship for a full list of the conditions that apply.
Background
The Cox Richardson Architecture Scholarship was established in 2012. The objective of the scholarship is to facilitate structured learning to advance the scholarship recipient's growth as an architecture practitioner and leader. Cox Richardson contacted the Faculty in 2014 requesting the scholarship be changed so the recipients are students in the Bachelor of Design in Architecture program and related combined degrees to target students earlier in their architecture education.

Eligibility
Students must be enrolled full time in the Bachelor of Design in Architecture, Bachelor of Design in Architecture/Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Design in Architecture/Bachelor of Laws. Students must have completed the first and second semester design studios to be eligible.

Selection Criteria
To be eligible for the Cox Richardson Architecture Scholarship students must have an average WAM of distinction or higher across the two first year design studio subjects BDES1010 and BDES1020 (in 2014 only), and BDES1026 and BDES1027 (from 2015 onwards). Students must submit a portfolio and undertake an interview, with assessment by a jury made up of representatives from the Faculty and Cox Richardson Architecture.

The scholarship shall be awarded, at the Jury's discretion based on an assessment of:

a) Academic merit as indicated by the applicant's performance in the Bachelor of Design in Architecture first year studio subjects BDESXXX and BDESXXX. In the event that a scholarship place is replaced during the course of the scholarship duration, the replacement will be chosen on the basis of academic performance at University in these subjects.

b) Demonstrated interpersonal skills, leadership qualities, communication skills, creativity, innovation and selfmotivation.

Condition of Award
Award is $5000 paid over two installments after relevant census dates.

The scholarship will be terminated if:
The recipient withdraws from the agreed upon degree program, or the recipient enrolls part-time without prior approval.